**FIELD EVENT PACKAGES**

**CHAMPIONSHIP & CHAMPIONSHIP ELITE**

The CHAMPIONSHIP-level Packages add a major advance to the COMPETITION-level packages – LASERLYNX Electronic Distance Measurement. Section 5.2.2.1 of the IAAF Facilities Manual recommends a system with an angular accuracy of ± 10 angular seconds and a measured distance accuracy of ± 0.005m – the LASERLYNX unit supplied with this package is even more accurate than these specifications.

Integrating the LASERLYNX Electronic Distance Measurement unit with the computers running the FIELDLYNX event management program is as easy as selecting an option in a menu – all the settings and program requirements are loaded automatically. At the event level, the FIELDLYNX software is preprogrammed with the offset radii for all the standard events – shot put, discus, javelin, hammer, etc. – and the unit can measure, calculate and display an athlete’s mark in a matter of seconds.

Measuring a throw is as easy as sighting on the LASERLYNX prism, held at the point of impact by the Measurement Official, and tapping the icon on the FIELDLYNX unit. Instantly the athlete’s mark is computed and shown on the screen.

By linking wirelessly to the scoreboards included with the CHAMPIONSHIP package, an athlete’s mark will also be displayed to the stadium immediately it has been calculated by the FIELDLYNX software.

**LASERLYNX FEATURES**

- **Fast**
  - 10 minute equipment setup
- **Accurate**
  - Exceeds IAAF standards
- **Easy**
  - One touch measurement
- **Powerful**
  - FieldLynx integration links to scoreboards and databases
- **Portable**
  - Runs on rechargeable batteries

**CHAMPIONSHIP ELITE BENEFITS**

For even greater versatility, the CHAMPIONSHIP ELITE Field package adds an additional IAAF compliant wind gauge (total of 2), two infield display boards (total of 4) and a LASERLYNX Electronic Distance Measurement system (total of 2).

The CHAMPIONSHIP ELITE Field package also includes an additional three wireless SERIALYNX units (total 6) to enable data from all the peripheral devices, scoreboards and wind gauges, to be shared wirelessly from any of the Netbook computer units running FIELDLYNX, or the meet management computer running LYNXPAD, or the FINISHLYNX computer.

**OPERATION AS EASY AS “SIGHT, CLICK AND DISPLAY”**
COMPONENTS: FIELD ~ CHAMPIONSHIP PACKAGE

- NETEXCHANGE Server License
- AIRLYNX Wireless 802.11 Gateway and Amplified Antenna
- NETEXCHANGE Server License
- Four seats of FIELDLYNX – Event Administration
  - Scoreboard Interface software plug-in for FIELDLYNX
  - Wind Gauge Interface software plug-in for FIELDLYNX
- Two seats of AIRCYBER – Mobile Results Access
- One seat of CLERKLYNX – Remote Clerking Tool
- IAAF compliant Sonic Wind Gauge
- 2 x 4 Digit Wind Gauge Display and Countdown Timer
- 2 x 7 Digit LED displays with tripods
- 3 x Wireless SERIALYNX units (RS 232 to Ethernet convertors)
- LASERLYNX PRO Electronic Distance Measurement System with cables and LASERLYNX software

COMPONENTS: FIELD ~ CHAMPIONSHIP ELITE PACKAGE

- NETEXCHANGE Server License
- AIRLYNX Wireless 802.11 Gateway and Amplified Antenna
- NETEXCHANGE Server License
- Four seats of FIELDLYNX – Event Administration
  - Scoreboard Interface software plug-in for FIELDLYNX
  - Wind Gauge Interface software plug-in for FIELDLYNX
- Two seats of AIRCYBER – Mobile Results Access
- One seat of CLERKLYNX – Remote Clerking Tool
- 2 x IAAF compliant Sonic Wind Gauge
- 4 x 7 Digit LED displays with tripods
- 6 x Wireless SERIALYNX units (RS 232 to Ethernet convertors)
- 2 x LASERLYNX PRO Electronic Distance Measurement System with cables and LASERLYNX software